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Deception
Possessed by 
desire,
I ponder, 
a welcoming fire,
that in the end, 
can only 
burn.

Feverish with 
longing,
I peer 
down a cliff 
of restraint,
to plummet, 
in ill seasoned 
surrender. 

Bleeding with 
guilt,
I run 
from 
sober deception,
to dwell in 
familiar desert, 
again.
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    from 

Glossary of 
Caribbean 

Winds
…my memory of wind, is an island like this one.
                      Breyten Breytenbach

         to restrain her is to restrain the wind
           or to grasp oil in one’s right hand.  
                      Proverbs  27:16

Ana Menéndez



ANOSTUS
After dinner, the children go to a room to play – 
the girls with Barbies the boys with train sets 
that I am not allowed to touch.

The men play dominos in the Florida room. The man 
of the house is there, with the three bear-sons 
who look just like him. When they yell, they yell as one. 

I find the women in the kitchen. The lady of the house is telling a story. 

The lady says, 

…and on the nights I come home late, I find all the pans still on the stove, the dishes still 
on the table. And the food on those pans! They have heated it to the point of carbon, 
all the food I leave for them prepared –  unrecognizable. And they’ve scraped it out 
with forks. How many times have I begged them to just put the pans under water when 
they’re finished? They don’t have to wash them. I would never ask the boys to wash 
them. But to soak them a little bit. And always I come home to find these pans cold 
and crusted on the table. And I spend the next hours scrubbing and scrubbing and 
scrubbing…

The other women bob and sigh like boats at harbor. 

The lady of the house says, scrubbing and scrubbing and scrubbing.



ALIZE

My cousins Lola and Marcos arrive from Cuba, and I go live with them for the summer in 
a little house without air conditioning. 

Mornings, Lola and I walk to the mall. We open every pot of glitter lipgloss at Stagelight 
Cosmetics. Our lips swell with the shine. Then we open the eyeshadows, ring our eyes. 
Blue and green and purple, like a bruise. 

All afternoon, we haunt the air conditioned hallways, faces glistening. We look like 
miniature whores, but don’t know it. The stores sell linen outfits for church and 
baptisms, and pumps in every color. One store sells only fabric shoes. You can get them 
dyed to match your linen dress.

II

Late at night, we watch TV. Mute, to not wake Lola’s parents. For a soundtrack we have 
the fans that whir inches from our beds. 

We discover a new channel, shimmering in the outer bands. The signal is scrambled, 
but the images are distinct enough to savor: Limb on limb. A sudden startled desire. 
The mystery of other bodies deepened behind the static snow and rolling bars. 

Lola and I lie in opposite bunks, silent and hungry. Long after my cousin has fallen 



asleep, I lie awake, searching my own polished stone in the humid dark.

BAYAMO
All the Cuban girls have chaperones. The chaperones, too, are all women. 
They line the dance floor like blackened vultures. The chaperones followed the 
Cuban girls from Cuba. They follow them everywhere, intervening. Woman 
on woman hate. 

The lights are too dim. That boy is too close. Guard your modesty. The 
chaperones follow the girls into their dreams where they assume other voices. 
You are not pretty enough. You are too pretty. Be careful! Watch out! Be 
afraid!

All the Cuban girls have chaperones. Even the Sorceress has her own shadow.
 
The boys don’t have anyone but their hard desires.

Ana Menéndez
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HURACAN
There is a force in me, blowing counter-clockwise over warm seas.

This wind begins in the Caribbean. As seed, as memory. It grows over Florida, traverses 
the great plains where it contemplates the tornado, its tight, explosive perfection. 
California, New York, Washington D.C. Seattle, New Delhi, Thimpu, Ko Samui, 
Islamabad, Amsterdam, Paris, Colombo…This wind is still blowing.

She is a young woman, just starting out. He takes her to lunch. A grand place with clean 
tablecloths and an army of silverware, each fork as proper as the next. The knives in 
their place, the glasses lined up according to rank. He sitting straight, not wanting to 
look. Where do you see yourself in five years? Where do you see yourself, young lady? 
In five years, after toiling for us, what goals can we entice you with, what can we profit 
from your desires? 

In five years, says the Sorceress. Five? It is no joke to the boss, but it is very funny to 
her. My great-grandmother blew furrows into Arabia’s deserts. My grandfather was a 
tempest in the Mediterranean. My parents are the great hurricane that drowned the 
Caribbean and taught a whole nation to swim. In five years, I will have blown out of here 
too.
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SANTA ANA
A Chinook with a Spic 
name. She’ll get you in the end, don’t 
worry. But she’s nothing 
special. Where I’m from, every girl is named 

Ana. Ana Maria. Ana Margarita. Ana Cristina. 
See? Anas everywhere:

Administration for Native Americans, Afghan National Army, Agency for New 
Americans, Albanian National Army. Association of National Advertisers. Australian 
Natives Association

Yes, yes, of course: 
Ana, mother of Mary. 
Ana palindrome of perfect womanhood 
begetting perfect womanhood 
begetting the son of man. 

That first Ana 
banished to history’s hills.
Every disappointment, 
every lie scrubbed 
from the sacred books. 



And yet in her no anger
can show, no resentment, 
only a pure and radiant 
goodness. Holy mother 
of the holy mother 
of god. Does it yet surprise 
that she returns each year as this blazing 
madwoman, this fierce avenger?

Ana, Anna, Avva, Hannah. 
Favor and grace. Saints and queens 
and Sorceresses. 

The spark that sets the entire valley alight. 
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oil on panel 
18 x 24 inches
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Florimania
oil on canvas

16 x 20 inches
2014
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Next Door 
Neighbor
oil on linen
36 x 28 inches



Brass Ring 
Mixed media on canvas
oil, acrylic, pastel  
36  X 60 inches
2013-2014

Daena Title



                                                                  I know 
                                                from doing ridiculous experiments early 
                                       on that if you flip the same coin 100 times, you 
                                almost always end up with 50 heads and 50 tails or 49/51, 
                           51/49. It’s called the law of averages, which isn’t a real mathematical 
                      law. Just something that happens. I know each coin flip is an independent 
                  flip with a 50/50 chance of landing heads or tails, but what I don’t know 
               is where the law of averages, which isn’t a law but something that just happens to 
            work out and depends a lot on infinity, takes over. So, for example, if I’m going to 
         place a wager on the coin flip at the Super Bowl, and I know that it has come up heads
       more than tails for the past 47 flips including the most recent run of 5 heads in a row there’s 
     really no mathematical formula that would say “It should be tails this time”?
   The law of averages, being not a law at all, shouldn’t be telling me to bet on tails, should it? 
   As an independent event, each flip could be heads or tails, right? A person 
  with a small memory for mathematics can get into trouble thinking that he should 
 wager on tails this time around.  Really, it could go either way, but I just have a 
 hunch that   six heads in a row seems unlikely. On the other hand, I have no way
  of knowing whether the coin is equally weighted or not. It’s a special coin they
  make every year. The coin has the same statistical probability of being heads as it does
    tails if weighted evenly.  Should I completely ignore the history of the flip (ie the law 
     of averages) if I am going to place a wager on this year’s flip? I think so, but am not certain. 
       In terms of wagers in Vegas, I think a coin flip might have the best odds, because it doesn’t have 
        a possibility of a push/tie and it also doesn’t throw in the green spot like on the roulette 
        wheel. That would be funny. We go all the way to Vegas and I only wager on a coin 
           flip. Still, I’m drawn to the simplicity of it. I don’t like the juice that Vegas puts 
             on it, but I do like the odds. Either it is or it isn’t: heads/tails. It completely 
                removes things  like weather condition or whether Manning studied 
                   enough tape or anyone gets a high ankle sprain, or has the flu on the 
                       field.  It would be great to win/lose your wager before the 
                           ball is even kicked. Some fellow flips a coin 
                               and you either win or you
                                                              lose.
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Viejo Retrato Study
oil on canvas
12 x 9 inches
2013



Sorry, 
Google 
Doesn’t
Know 

Jealousy

Denise Duhamel



jealousy is neither proof of love nor evidence of personal failure
jealousy is the motivator
jealousy is not the issue here
jealousy is cruel as the grave
jealousy is such a lonely word
jealousy is ruining my
jealousy is justified
jealousy is the suspected motive
jealousy is damaging
jealousy is the weapon 
jealousy is actually a desirable trait
jealousy is likely to erupt
jealousy is as important as trust in keeping couples together
jealousy is my middle name
jealousy is a normal part of a being in love
jealousy is the cause of more than 35 percent of all violence in relationships
jealousy is a major factor for 30 percent of couples seeking counseling
jealousy is how much jealousy is too much?
jealousy is to see it for what it is
jealousy is natural 
jealousy is wearing thin
jealousy is getting ridiculous
jealousy is an emotion that evolved to protect
jealousy is characterized by the retention of basically good thoughts 
jealousy is insidious
jealousy is the red of rage over one’s sense 
jealousy is simply a neurosis or merely a manifestation
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jealousy is here taken to be synonymous with envy
jealousy is the greatest of all evils
jealousy is inborn and therefore can never be eradicated from the human 
heart
jealousy is the subconscious feeling of threat 
jealousy is a turn off
jealousy is often something online couples have 
jealousy is related to feelings of isolation from one’s partner
jealousy is a funny thing
jealousy is rooted in insecurity; if you weren’t insecure
jealousy is the catalyst for the play’s sequential plot 
jealousy is directed
jealousy is an irrational and deplorable emotion
jealousy is no more than feeling alone against smiling enemies
jealousy is the essence of malice and evil
jealousy is an opportunity for learning and growth
jealousy is scary
jealousy is enormous
jealousy is deep
jealousy is a breakdown in trust
jealousy is not a rational thing
jealousy is an emotion that is seemingly apparent in other animal species
jealousy is one of the most basic 
jealousy is all the fun you think they had
jealousy is a cultural construct
jealousy is often when a person fears the loss 
jealousy is an evolutionary necessity



jealousy is that which devours 
jealousy is the side effect
jealousy is the ultimate dishonesty
jealousy is about real or imagined 
jealousy is so often a cloak
jealousy is a disease by zane crawford
jealousy is as necessary as love or sex by david m
jealousy is always bad
jealousy is spread thin
jealousy is a signal
jealousy is poison
jealousy is handled
jealousy is the best way to lose everything
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Maria in the Forest
oil on canvas 120x120 cm 2014



Hoodwinked
The language of branches buried in the sun’s pulse.
Only the dead can decipher it. Sky coiled and the needle
Of crows, the hedges detonating flowers whose names
You don’t know. Why we drive so willingly into the haze.
Why the meek eat alone. Each day another stone laid
Along this maze lined with dust and flammable vines. 
There is no rain and how can you trust a place 
Without water, without a bank to bend and drink?
Each night you pray for his demise and hope to know
When her head cracks the pavement. It feels good
To say it here where no one will see, no ball of thread
To guide you home. The corridor ends at a cave
You will live in for however long it takes. 
Fur and horns and the truth’s eyes upon you. Of course
You will tremble. You will fight.
Why you will never know why.
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Obsessive Fixation
Mixed media
16.05 x 11 x 4 inch
2014
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Four Visual Poetic Rectangles
—expanded from lines by Anne Gorrick

1

in the upper left

that alizarin, crimson
madder than her low-red voice empurpled 
then drained

regret defines variance
the tiny articles of being
that extract the succor
from the sucking
the sucrose makes it
sweeter

all flavours of colour

it is all splendid
a violet the colour of flowers
and so sensitive it’s almost 

a petal
floating

a river of moving
a thought expressed from the body and extended
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into whatever is

transitory, a radio, a rosary 
the way we sing out of it
the way it sings us out of itself

my voice is wordless
my voice is worldless
my voice is worthless

the breaking that singing causes in us
the sense that we had been broken
even before we have sung

a single word
a married thought

how crimson leans
deep deep into us
almost to the point where we are

green but deeper
than that darkness

deeper than death
the depth of it

almost lost

to it



2

towards the upper right

a royal appropriate
for colours as flags are

the waving silk
skin the colour of milk

the silkskin cock
the silkskin cunt slippery for inning
for giving

these tonalities 
of the ear nor eye
requiring the tongue
to slip in to linger
over

the long it takes
the longer it takes

the more it comes
the more it leaves

the budding leafing trees
of tenderest means



catchers of a soft sunlight

the falling elmswell
tan and moving as sand

what forms upon an additional 
ground, a paste of dust, 
the magenta of it

or pearls’ scent

she cannot see through the sea taste

of me 

these are
clouds plastered down
in immovable colour

in quinacridone,
I am painted into place
upon her within her
unchangeable
in escapable emotion

movement encased in stasis

in constant emergency 

we are also painted there



together

see the red 5
so vibrant on our bellies

see the pearly 5
so languid on her belly

what may be a snake
its slither away

still 
a slither toward

somewhere

3

from the lower left

a beautiful gloss 
to it, like glass

vitreous light

nystagmus caught me
caught my sight of it and

I thought, gliss,



but could not hear it

even from a listen

I would gless
the meaning of it

into some raw unthought thought

the gluss would eat all
I threw up to it

the gluss would eat all

facts like sprays of violets 
in a reddish purple

the colour of bruising
not bruise

or a 19th century fury 
all in the eyes

a small creature
covered in fur
with tiny beady eyes

or a small creature nearly furless
but mammalian and
how her seeming nakedness was 



to me

although it wasn’t 
it wasn’t permanent 

never is

a(lilact) tonal

in the eyes I fracture in the heart
I come apart inside her I
rupture

4 

forward into lower right

into the red like rosin
she leans into shade
of the Japanese maple

like a distant violet ant
and violent too

there is a shade in her
in the crevice of her so deep
that it is a pink that’s almost red
and there I go



again

even with our eyes closed

overseas, things are almost noirâtre 
our aster succumbed to darkness

the eyes closed enough
to allow the feeling of it

as the deep blue 
covers 

it all up

(the eyes close enough)

it covers 
the weak and the dying 

the me and the she

I could not speak to her as you
I could not say if she were true

color is an abstraction perfectly palpable
those parts of her that are palmable
I move her with the cup of my hand



with that alizarin, crimson,
the scent of cinnamon
growing 

she is a scent
like cinnamon but not cinnamon
and growing

and reaching 

out

to me

Anne Gorrick’s Version: Transcribed 7 May 2012
Version 2: 7 May 2012, Albany, NY
Version 3: 8 May, 2012, Albany, NY
Version 4: 9 May 2012, Albany, NY
Version 5: 9 May 2012, Albany, NY (a few word changes and line breaks made)
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Transit of Penis
—written on the last day the transit of Venus would be visible in my lifetime

Last time in the
for the last time in 
what came or what
in what you would see
the space of 
that thing coming across
in the space of realization
a revelation of
that seeing made
upon the event of reason
for the last time
in the life you lead or through
the beneficence of proper
what took or what broke
and cloudy
marbled by light
the razor of rays or the hand
what couldn’t work to
make it be
in place at the time of seeing
at the time of space and in restive
it was the last time for you
and what seeing made was
put it away she said
or motion as eyes would
from the frown of
and missing what and what
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in the last whiskey to open 
this final chance irrevocable
and unredeemed
so claimed and thus so lost
the sweep of a finger as if to suggest
eye slipped into place
not a hair of out
guardless or regarded
unseen unventured unloved
the velvet of how an eye might feel it
trembling
but it was not to be
though it was in actuality was
it travels in traveling and travelled 
my sweet and bitter travails
and I cannot because you
with fortune but not 
I cannot because with
despite tendency and desire
with virulence in substance
the timing of eyes the placing
the finding of pieces the losing
every mereology of 
venus is a part of the sun
and the most essential part because
it is what you cannot see
fertile delta the flood
the turbines of natural mud
coagulation of blood
my penis is a part of your body
held in precarious place
the composition of your face



what you harbored just in case
lost in Amerigo Vespucci
a thought as vagrant as Galileo
and yet it moves
Keppler for the reasons last stated
Newton for his adam’s apple
that the bobbing of it taught us
I am not who I had intended to be
so it is that you cannot see me
this body in transit
another world awaiting
the clouds in marbled glory
endpapers of the sky
marbled fore-edge
painted in a style rococo but psittacistic 
lovely in that it provided a barrier
we who sleep untended by sight
we unenabled of
intransigent reality and my only remaining
whatever approached under velveteen cover of
whatever ached
in the body in the gloaming in the mirkning thought
temblor yet motionless
what transits across that face
in the case of beautiful light
taken to be the warmth of life and abundant
a world now green and growing in a grey
life is drivel and raining
constant pausings and no
a round small body crossing a round large body
the depth of color lost to the field of same
my eye not working through the layers



which eye could so work which eye of mine
or virtue as if
and taken
the subtlety that blindness brings to vision 
discrimination of shapes and everything distinguished
from the time of your birth until
that time you will die and still without
there is not seeing it not
it arcs across
moves in an arc a circle an ellipse a straight line to
the assistance from form
the freeing of the fraying
a thread of a thought stretching
between two pieces that pass each a part 
of each other apart
from this time forward and nothing
we do not regret what we do not know
because
you see it in my eyes
even if closed against a bright sun’s light
the slight scent of coconut 
like light
flagrant desire against determined desuetude 
my little loveless love
against
and pushed it passes
you who says in voce sotto 
sic transit penis
for there is no glory in not seeing
in the twistedness back into of not being
back into this ness
this pure ness of not being



of nothing that you did not see
because not there it wasn’t not not seen but
it passed not nightly but daily
yet is persisted meanings
nocturnal crepuscular diurnal
your moods in favored place across the intention
of who I am 
or more properly
nocturnal matinal diurnal vespertine so it goes
from death to life to life support
this vest is so heavy with water or blood
that small planet she moves so bloody across
and it is for this reason that we give the sun
and it is for this reason that you give me
attention
knees locked
body in sway
body in falling motion down
not a slump but as timber
the cry and voices of birds rising out of the fall
though summer upon us and waiting
to see in transit the shapes
one so small he cannot obscure her
one so large she is visible even if hidden
from that solitary thought trapped in a chipmunk
and recirculated as if moving
spiegel sounds like a bird
and I can’t see it for seeing myself 
in transit [sic]
disciplined in the manner of clockmakers
the great horologists who saw
in the hands of their timepieces the pieces



in pairs
falling and rising and crossing the face
of a sun in infinite circling
we are taken into the bodies of others to be made whole
for no human is one
I am what is counted upon you to make this reality
a day in which Venus
so shy and so curtained
my hungers curtailed and what it was that was not
o and what it was
that thing not lost because not had
a single experience solitarily ungotten and
we lose most what we had most in wanting 
pure experience of a last opportunity
what lasts is what’s left
what’s left is what’s lost
it is so
in speaking of such things they would say
as I pass
vaporous vaporetto crossing the watery sky
of your body you do not see of me
in inches of your sight
secure in the purity 
for what it was that could be so pure
that to be invisible
the pure unknown
or to better be not
so in being not then being so purely something
through the ineluctable process of nothinging
day nothinging out 
after the attempt at a seeing
I am the being at a window



the window-being imagined
the window being open to let in the light
and there is light but no transit
in the place of two things there is one thing imagined
and one thing perceived by the aura it sends through
those marbled clouds
and I am a marbling across your body
this river of pearls
in arc and movement
the small reach of the penis
across the face of your sun
for the last time in a lifetime

5 June 2012, Albany, New York
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Green Means Go
“Even the angry will love again, the moment anger stops…”
                                               Rumi

All lights are green today, past the water, the school children, the autumn trees,
everywhere a lesson in happiness, except for my father again. This time
he is looking good for his age in a Palm Beach suit, now dating a young beautiful lawyer,
but she yells at me over the phone and I, unrestrained, start yelling back.
He tells me later not to worry, she left him for a younger man, am I happy now? 
Would I rather that he be alone? I feel like a plant. I go still as sleep.
He, on the other hand, is squirming with details, each one making me feel worse than the first. 
Even the rejected feels love for the rejecter, so much does love want to live,
so much does love want to love.  I hug him in my dream. We’re making progress,
I think, this relationship of ours, so long after his death, is moving along.
And the blessing which is raining down as I drive by this new dream, is how much
grief is meant to give us hope. That’s why it’s here. What else could it possibly be for?
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TIDE   FLOW   EBB
I was afraid you’d dash off like a hero and not look back
   you’d die with the sinew of something left unsaid
I was afraid I’d cry at Jiffy Lube
I was afraid of your empty shirts hanging from the spine of their hangers
Or that I’d move the quiver of truth the way I wanted
I was afraid of losing my balance, a broken sparrow at the stairs
I saw the edge of your shadow from the corner of my eye
I was afraid of the space after “What else do I have to do, but be with 
you?” 
  I was afraid I’d forget how you looked
I was afraid of the first car crash, broken tools, my first flat tire
I was afraid to see you put into your final cement home
                                                                   Now, I’m not afraid of anything.
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The Peak
Walking the ledge of mountains
to West Virginia through ditch and tunnel to
reach Martinsburg—
There you can pick me up by car but
the ocean is now reaching my feet,
making me thread more carefully 
the crumbling cliff. The basic
route is north but I’ve been going 
south to find you and now I have
to turn around and start again 
hour after hour winding though
the willows of loss. At this stage in our
lives, the great teachers tell us, if we
walk long enough we will be found but
so many mountains ahead, cork after cork
bobbing against the sky. You call me
on the phone and the gun of death
cuts our connection and you cannot hear
where to reach me.
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Imogen 
(Installation view)

Oil on Aluminum panels
Aluminum panels

Stainless steel panels
52 x 74 inches
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Miss You

(35) 12”x12” panels • 
mixed media (colored 

pencils & acrylic on paper)
 84 x 60 inches

2013
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Crow Feather Tea
 
I got divorced over tea.  Maggie didn’t understand. 
No, not at all. She thought any tea was fine. 
She’d say, “Jesus Fuck George! Just drink your tea 
and shut the fuck up about it.”
I’d say “Tea is all natural. It’s great for your teeth. Your stomach.
Your mind! Tea is environmentally sound!”
She’d say, “George, please!”
I’d say, “You know tea is well over 5,000 years old?
China! It started in China!”
She’d say, “George fuck me for Christ’s sake!
We haven’t had sex in three weeks!”
She didn’t get it. So we split up.
It’s getting harder to find good tea that I haven’t tried already.
These past few months have been difficult. 
Tonight is very bad. The worst ever.
Winter slugs have invaded my brain.
They pulsate along the curved inner walls of my skull
feeding on the worry, and anxiety about bills and my health, and my future. 
So I go out to buy some tea. I go to a market downtown.
This guy with a crooked nose and thick black eyebrows
asks me what I need. After about 30 minutes of describing
what kind of tea I like and what kind of tea I dream of,
he takes in a deep breath and says, “You’re serious about tea?” I nod.
He looks over his shoulder and pulls me into a back corner of the store.
He insists I get something called Deep Dark Space Tea.
I ask him what Deep Dark Space Tea is.
He says, “In China they successfully merged the DNA of a tea plant
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with a crow.”  I say, “what?”
He says, “Well it’s a crow but instead of feathers it grows tea leaves 
and you can pluck the tea feathers and brew it.”
I say, “Okay, I will take a bag.” He says, “No no. You have to buy the crow.”
He brings out the crow and perches it on my hand and I walk home. 
The crow is very calm and seems friendly. 
I set him on my table and he stands still.
I pluck some tea feathers off him and he doesn’t flinch and seems happy. 
I brew the tea and drink it down. 
Suddenly the worry of everything seems manageable. 
I can take care of this shit I say to my self. 
I say this loudly in my apartment.
I even point a finger into the air with confidence and repeat it.
I can take care of this shit!
The crow repeats it.
He says, “Yeah! I can take care of this shit!” 
I call my neighbors over. I say you gotta try this. 
We pluck more tea feathers and brew more pots.
We drink delicately like English men with our legs crossed and pinkies out.
One guy was wearing a silk scarf that he kept flipping from side to side.
We nod our heads and go marching down the street
chanting, “We can take care of this shit!”
People fling open their windows.
One lady high up in a fire escape has a tea crow also;
it is perched on her shoulder.
“The shit will be taken care of!” she says and solutes us.
We go to the river and jump on someone’s boat.
People were on the boat. We offer them crow tea.
They refuse so we throw them into the water and sail away.
We don’t know where we are going.



We don’t know what we will do
But we know the shit will be taken care of.
This we are sure.
We sing it and chant it.
The shit
along the Ohio
will be taken care of.
The shit
along and into the Mississippi
is really no problem at all…
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Looking In and Looking Out
oil on panel
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2014



Cassandra Ruminates on Her Girlhood Friends

They were never good pen pals, 
sometimes taking six months or more to write back,
and she never learned her lesson:  not to write back
immediately upon receipt, but to wait to write back
for a week or so.  She had prophecies to write back
to them, dire, urgent warnings they never heeded,
which is why they always ended up in the Underworld
or eaten in a pie.  This was always the omnivore’s dilemma,
always the botany of desire.  Some god would come down
to engender a new hero in them, a half-deity,
and they’d begin to resist, but, after a moment of bovine hesitation,
they’d consent, or so read the official report.
Of course it’s always hard to prove anything: carcinogens
in the environment, plagiarism.  Cassandra can only note the remarkable
similarity between the rain of fertility in Pollan and Steingraber
and the reign of fertility of the gods on earth.

P.S.  All flesh is grass. Isaiah 40:6.

Kathleen Kirk



Cassandra Dreams About Her Old Boss

She clambers up from the cushions, stumbling
on up the stairs of the quad-level to bed, 
fully-clothed, and, even though she’s moved
her large muscle groups, it comes back to her:
his couch-dream request that she come back
to work for just one day, sit beside him
at a card table, work the register.  The stacks 
are hung with cobwebs and the lighting’s gone
fluorescent.  He wanders away and does not return.

Later in the night, her small muscle groups
do the job of interpretation, and she sees
his resemblance to the martinet at the research library
and the president of the college, who leaned back in his chair.
She sees that he really wanted to apologize
but had delusions of Apollo and could only curse, 
spit in her mouth.  In the dream, though, he was gentle
if unable speak the truth, a gift he’d left to her.
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but gets mesmerized by the absentminded little circle
doing its ghostly spin on her hand-held device.
Its piecemeal presence and motley duty
remind her of herself.
She knows she can’t compete with the high-resolution
dot org images asking everyone to care.
She’s been asking everyone to care for so long
she doesn’t even care anymore.

Cassandra 
attempts
to watch 

a movie on

Kathleen Kirk



Cassandra Gets Sucked Into the Vortex
of another’s pain,
which should be a good thing, relieving her
temporarily of her own,
but this is a huge, ongoing pain, a horrific vortex,
and Cassandra begins to drown,
flailing her arms and going under, her sharp little elbows
poking up now and again through the suds.
And even though there’s nothing
she can say—the woman won’t let her get a word in
slantwise—and not a thing she can do to avert the woman’s fate,
already sealed in plastic wrap or headed down the drain,
she can, in this moment, catch hold of the edge
of something/anything, desk chair, mandrake root, microwavable container,
hoist herself up,
and pet the woman’s fox-colored hair, sunset rinse,
layered grooming, pet her, and soothe her,
in silence or softly humming.
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Cassandra Visits Ground Zero in Her Own Back Yard

Dozens of small gray feathers, curled, edged white with morning dew,
the scattering itself the only evidence of struggle
against the larger thing: the hawk, its predatory expertise,
surprise attack out of the September blue.
She looks, too, for the promised bluebird of platitude
but cannot find it, ever.  It may be there, mocking from a branch,
but that is likely the jay with its shock of head feathers.
It may be there, mild and animated, singing on the shoulder of a black man,
the way it was in kindergarten,
or it may have been assassinated on a motel balcony.
It may be here, right beside her, invisible but still blue,
still a bird.  And she may be singing its mysterious song 
in a different key.  Yes, the key of melancholy, baby.

Kathleen Kirk



moebius syndrome
pardon my stare, but is that mid-century
hair? the clown moment from a celebrated
kisser? in the bicycle factory i tried to keep
my notice down but couldn’t swallow their
smirking. mine is the mask of the first son
who screwed it up: a matter of spectrum
swap & dewdrop: tall twist in my skeleton
costume: static look outside of all training. 

eventually we each determine the need for
coded speech & note the best way to stop
the beatings is to quit making sound. put
your dancing on my eyes again before this
bastard asphodel hatch & the brittle sheep
crumple: unconscious of my circus catch.
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A Case of Living: Heirloom (2014)
oil on Canvas
5.5 x 5.5 ft
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Epic
oil on linen 
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But How Did I Get To Now 
oil on canvas 48 x 48 inches

2014



A Glossary 
of 

Deirdres 

Nin Andrews



Alpha Deirdre: 
The first Deirdre I remember.  She stood on the steps of Rayen High School in 
Youngstown, Ohio, a strap of her dress gliding off one shoulder.    

Après-Deirdre:  
My life after Deirdre. Also, the term I use to refer to all the women I dated after 
Deirdre left me. She’s an après-D., I’d sigh to myself. 

Deirdre, the Babe: 
Deirdre, the Babe, dressed in red leather boots and nothing else, just for me.  
Deirdre?  I asked. Yes, she answered when I reached for her slender waist.  
Yes!

Clairvoyant Deirdre: 
She kept watching me, evaluating me, telling my life story, long before I lived it.  
And after.

Contrite Deirdre:
Deirdre when she folded back into herself like a fan.

Devout Deirdre: 
At night when she called out, God, Oh God! I answered all her prayers.

Effervescent Deirdre:
A narcotic I wanted to inject into my veins. 

Evasive Deirdre: 
Glancing down or away whenever I asked her questions, she took up wearing 



sunglasses day and  night. 

Felicific Deirdre: 
She manifested happiness with her tongue, her fingers, her lips.

Fictional Deirdre: 
The Deirdre I told my friends and family about.  

Ghost-Deirdre: 
The Deirdre who appeared whenever I was in the arms of another woman.  

Heavenly Deirdre: 
A barely detectable feeling that swam in my blood for years, like minnows 
flipping their tails, swishing beneath my skin. 

Ignescent Deirdre:
A flammable Deirdre.  A Deirdre who let off sparks wherever she walked.  

Illusions of Deirdre: 
All the women who looked like Deirdre until I called out, Deirdre! 

Jealous Deirdre: 
She dragged me through the mud like a pair of old shoes.  This, I once 
thought, is true love. 

Karmic Deirdre:
Like a casualty I could not avoid, Deirdre became my past, my present, my 
future. 



Kinky Deirdre: 
She still visits me in dreams.  Go away!  I tell her.  She smiles and ties a silk 
leash around my neck.  

Lazy Deirdre:
Her long hair spilling over her shoulders like a river of red silk, she slept the 
weekends away on the living room couch. 

Long-winded Deirdre:  
The Deirdre who became more desirable in absentia. 

Mellow Deirdre: 
A late night Deirdre who melted like butter on hot toast. 

Mystical Deirdre:
Deirdre in bed.  Also, the Deirdre who could make a slave of any man. 

Nude Deirdre:
Also niveous Deirdre, or Deirdre in nothing but her snowy white skin. 

Obsessive Deirdre:  
She removed my hair, one strand at a time.  One day when I looked in the 
mirror, a strange, bald man stared back.

Peachy Deirdre: 
She was so soft and juicy, she came on her own.

Queen Deirdre, also Quim Deirdre: 



Both queen and quim were words Deirdre used to address her vagina. 

Quarrelsome Deirdre:
She glared at me as if to ask, Is that the best you can do?

Reheated Deirdre: 
In the end leftovers were all we had. 

Repentant Deirdre: 
Can we begin again? she sobbed, the tears falling fast.   

Silent Deirdre:  
What’s the matter? I asked.  She said nothing.  After a while the nothing 
surrounded us like a winter night.  

Thieving Deirdre: 
She stole tiny pieces of me, so tiny I didn’t notice a thing at first. One day I 
woke, late and alone, in an empty house and discovered I, too, was missing.  

Unbidden Deirdre:  
Leave!  I said whenever I saw her lurking around my mind.   She came closer 
and closer until all I could see was Deirdre.

Vanishing Deirdre: 
What is it that you want?  I asked as she strode away in her red leather boots 
without a backward glance, the clip, clip of her heels the only sound.

Wonderful Deirdre: 



A theoretical Deirdre I remember so well. Also, the Deirdre another man stole. 

Wanting  Deirdre: 
Even when I did not want her, I could feel the feeling of wanting her.  And I 
wanted her.

Xenophobe Deirdre: 
She hated strangers, or any men who failed to admire her, and any women 
who admired me.

Yawning Deirdre: 
The Deirdre who preferred reading People Magazine and watching Dallas to 
making love.  Also, the Deirdre who faked her orgasms. 

The Yin and Yang of Deirdre:
The coarse and the smooth, the meek and the mad, the unyielding and the 
lissome, the eternal and the lost.  All were my Deirdre, and none were my 
Deirdre. 

Zaftig Deirdre:  
A full-bodied Deirdre who sends Christmas cards with photos and a few 
lines, telling how she is living happily ever after. She never admits how often 
she dials my number, letting it ring and ring.  I never admit how afraid I am to 
answer her calls. 
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Aureole
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2013



Your Roommate Secretly Wears Your Underwear
It must be staring back from the darkness with awareness. 

Or abiding rules controlled by an autonomy only

outpaced by an ongoing line zealous in shirking angles.

Stoking this stillness, what can’t be endured

can be restrained or cloaked even though your

intentions treat transitions like ransom applications.

Pick up the phone. Come to the door.

Eat something already.

You must want this motherfucker living

here without knowledge that it rooms in a false dark.

Only forced forms fit into sealed spaces.

Only safety regards appetite as a

hook to a well-lit close-up. Re
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Don’t Put Out The Fire
Who needs a fireman when everyone in this bad

part of town is surprisingly helpful and efficient?

Who needs fire engines when there’s red tricycles?

Who needs to climb the stairs when there’s vertigo?

Who needs dreams when needs are met by the bank

and who needs money when your community won’t

allow your house to burn down?

Who needs gasoline when there’s this great big sun

begging to be harnessed like a slutty ox?

Who needs time travel when there are elevators 

reaching toward the great missed appointments in the sky?

Elevators reflecting the faces of angels mouthing the message:

“It doesn’t matter what you want”

as in what you want is inconsequential 

or perhaps as in

there is no wrong thing to hang yourself on

while pursuing your glorious, parched calling.
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Killing Mark
His plane went down over Los Angeles 
last week (again), or was it Long Island? 
Boxer shorts, hair gel, his toothbrush 
washed up on the shore at New Haven, 
but his body never recovered, I feared.

Monday, he cut off his leg chain sawing— 
bled to death slowly while I was shopping 
for a new lamp, never heard my messages 
on his cell phone: Where are you? Call me! 
I told him to be careful. He never listens.

Tonight, fifteen minutes late, I’m sure 
he’s hit a moose on Route 26, but maybe 
he survived, someone from the hospital 
will call me, give me his room number.
I’ll bring his pajamas, some magazines.

5:25: still no phone call, voice mail full.
I turn on the news, wait for the report: 
flashes of moose blood, his car mangled, 
as I buzz around the bedroom dusting 
the furniture, sorting the sock drawer.

Did someone knock? I’m expecting
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the sheriff by six o’clock. Mr. Blanco,
I’m afraid . . . he’ll say, hand me a Ziploc 
with his wallet, sunglasses, wristwatch. 
I’ll invite him in, make some coffee.

6:25: I’ll have to call his mom, explain, 
arrange to fly the body back. Do I have 
enough garbage bags for his clothes? 
I should keep his ties—but his shoes? 
Order flowers—roses—white or red?

By seven-thirty I’m taking mental notes 
for his eulogy, suddenly adorning all 
I’ve hated, ten years worth of nose hairs 
in the sink, of lost car keys, of chewing 
too loud and hogging the bedsheets,

when Joey yowls, ears to the sound
of footsteps up the drive, and darts
to the doorway. I follow with a scowl: 
Where the hell were you? Couldn’t call?

from Looking for The Gulf Motel (University of Pittsburgh Press) ©Richard Blanco 2005
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Rory Coyne

#Wifelife
oil on linen
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2014



Ryan Shultz

Markus 
Oil on Linen
42 x 68 inches
2012



Always Comes in Threes
                                  
                                  “Myths are public dreams, dreams are private myths.”
                             – Joseph Campbell

Leda Revisited
                    – after Jesús Helguera, Cy Twombly, Perri Neri

a time when all resistance to
the forbidden is let go, when
there’s nothing but need – no I,

no you – when the delirious
fumblings of the body find
their rhythms in splatters

of truth and impossibility – no
matter if someone watches,
every moment is a window

Sketches
               – after Gustav Klimt, Man Ray, Betty Dodson

so we sketch history to paper
and what body wouldn’t surrender
to the gods knowing the pleasure

that would come – what body
wouldn’t crave the most hidden
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places of the brain – the one joy,

irresistible in its taste and touch,
the one moment in flesh when myth 
shivers silence to everything new

Body to Body
                   – after Bartolomeo Ammannati, Reuben Nakian,
                                                Fernando Botero 

“obsessive by nature like the body” is
how, in sleep, the body mirrors itself
– what it wants, aches for, demands –

and in that sleep finds a perfect scream,
a passion, the release of its own will,
finds the dark and wonderful – like

the speed of light from brain to nerve
ending to touch – the one thing never
seen, never tongued to words:
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Fixation
I shot my daughter. Or she
shot herself.
                     She died
a million times. I think 
she hung herself.
                            Because
the truth is she’s not mine.
She’s endless. 
                       Strangers
call my son my daughter
and I see 
               a glimpse of her.
I worry about my son
as a young boy
                         but I will
worry about her forever.
She drowned.
                       O daughter,
she could if she lived.
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If the first kiss is the precursor,
then this is the bullet, soldered
from thought that presses down
even as we say smile, conversation,
personality, respect. There is
a trigger cocked toward finding
what happens when the well 
bottom of kisses is struck. What
dwells there is ladling of another’s
smell into nostrils, clavicle played
as flute, palms pressed into mattress, 
the push of body against body. 
Don’t deny the blush of your curious.
The pink only speaks to 
hardening, heat, dewpoint,
length, circumference, curve.

The hooks of questions drag you
along the length of torso, past
nipples, navel, unmentioned hair.
You want to know if this is 

Orgasm Tara Betts



the drawbridge of shudders.
How the shell might crack
while the membrane beneath
spills its serious pulse.
Fingers and mouths were meant
to be cartographers of the body
that makes babies or just make
one long night last and hover 
among the m’s in remember.

When the bridge lowers, we try
to conceal, but the insistence
that we will cross is still there.
In one demanding rush that flares
through two bodies or a cannon 
of multiple shots that storm 
both bodies bent on being ruins. 
All it takes is a first aim at a target 
hitting its mark, then
charging toward the bullet.
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Return Of The Purple Martins
Wichita Falls, TX, 1985 

A million feathers preen the evening sky, comb out 
The yellow, gold and red strands until black 
Is a word for world, a tornadic pulsing 
Thread, spooling back to the first 
Nest of twigs as thin as tears 
Or thoughts lost in the 
Hollow-boned dance 
Arcing toward the 
Eye of the elm 
Until the final 
Purple Martin 
Spirals 
In.
Until
The first
Purple Martin
Spirals out of the 
Eye of the elm, arcing 
Toward the hollow-boned 
Dance, lost in the thought of 
Tears as thin as twigs, spooling 
Forward to the next nest, a tornadic 
Pulsing of yellow, gold and red threads 
Until blue is a word for world, combing out
A million black feathers preening the morning sky.
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The Thing Itself
(A Cento)*

You know how hard it is sometimes just to walk on the streets
     downtown, how everything enters you—
Iron straight from the forge, fierce with tiny agitation,
Rain ringing like teeth in the beggar’s tin,
Like a sinking ship drowning its lights,
Chalk beds     trilobites     giant ferns
Whirr.  The invisible sponsored again by white
Isotopes, pockets, dragonflies, bread:
There is no dictionary for this gathering.
You might think you were Noah
Failing to arrange a taxonomy of allergic substances.
Our lives are like birds’ lives, flying around, blown away,
Or some far horn repeating over water—
Do we simply join our arcs
The way a seed is pressed into a hole?
Don’t ask me any questions, I’ve seen how things
Blink-quick, or quicker still
Under the brown fog of a winter dawn,
Follow the light, the twist and drop of blackbirds from the tree.

*Sources, including the title and lines (in order), are from poems written by Wallace Stevens, Kim Addonizio, 
Greg Keith, Li-Young Lee, Vincente Huidobro, Amy Gerstler, Jorie Graham, Susan Wheeler, Rachelle Blau DuP-
lessis, Matthew Niblock, Chris Gordon, Charles Wright, Donald Justice, Gabriel Spera, Kim Addonizio, Frederi-
co Garcia Lorca, Matt Rader, T.S. Eliot, and Jim Nason.  Names of poems and publications from which fragments 
were taken are available upon request.
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hopes to explore the dignity of what’s real...chronicling life, expressing the duality of every 
moment, the beauty of imperfection.



Patrick Earl Hammie is an artist best known for his monumental portraits related 
primarily to themes of identity, history, and narrative. He received his BA from Coker 
College and his MFA in Painting from the University of Connecticut. In 2008, he received 
the Alice C. Cole ’42 Fellowship through Wellesley College, where he was an artist-in-
residence for one year and developed his project, Equivalent Exchange. In 2011, he was an 
artist in residence at the John Michael Kohler Arts Center. His work is in several public 
collections including the Kohler Company, the Kinsey Institute at Indiana University, and 
the William Benton Museum of Art. He has received awards from the Tanne Foundation 
and Artist Alliance Communities with the Joyce Foundation. His recent project, Significant 
Other, has traveled to venues that include Greymatter Gallery (Milwaukee), the Porter Butts 
Gallery at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the Painting Center (New York). He 
has lectured about this project at the University of New Mexico’s Department of Art & Art 
History and the University of Iowa’s School of Art and Art History as part of their visiting 
lecturer series; reproductions of this series are scheduled to appear this year in Harvard 
University’s Transition Magazine, an international publication about race and culture with 
an emphasis on the African Diaspora.

Geof Huth is a poem. He writes his poems, he draws his poems, he sings his poems, he 
performs his poem. His fixations are upon the word as sense, the word as sound, the word 
as shape, the word as body.

Kathleen Kirk is the poetry editor for Escape Into Life, and the author of five poetry 
chapbooks, most recently Interior Sculpture: Poems in the voice of Camille Claudel 
(Dancing Girl Press, 2014). Her work has appeared previously in PoetsArtists, and in a 
variety of print and online journals, including Poetry East, Poems & Plays, Arsenic Lobster, 
Menacing Hedge, and Waccamaw.

David Krump serves as an alderman, as an executive director in the nonprofit sector, and 
on the recovery and transport team for NORA.  He writes poems and plays, although he 
might be most known for his facebook posts. 

Reb Livingston is the author of God Damsel (No Tell Books 2010), Your Ten Favorite Words 



(Coconut Books 2007) and the forthcoming novel, Bombyonder. She’s the curator of The 
Bibliomancy Oracle online.

Terry Lucas is a prize-winning poet, essayist, and reviewer. His poem, “Contra Costa,” 
won the 2014 Crab Orchard Review Special Issue Featured Poet Award; his poem, “City 
Angels,” won the 2012 Littoral Press Poetry Prize; and, among other honors, his poems have 
garnered five Pushcart Prize nominations. Terry’s work has been published in numerous 
journals including Best New Poets 2012, Green Mountains Review, Great River Review, 
Columbia Poetry Review, Fifth Wednesday Journal, Naugatuck River Review, MiPoesias, New 
Millennium Writings, and The Comstock Review, among many others.  His latest chapbook, 
If They Have Ears To Hear, won the Copperdome Chapbook Contest, and was published 
by Southeast Missouri State University Press in 2013.  His essay, “Metaphor and Love in 
the Poetry of Alicia Ostriker” is forthcoming from the University of Michigan Press in an 
upcoming volume of their Under Discussion Series.  Terry grew up in New Mexico and 
resides in northern California.  He blogs at www.thewideningspell.blogspot.com.

Ernesto Marenco was born in Mexico City in 1960.   In 1982, he received a Bachelors 
degree in Communications with an emphasis in Journalism from the National Autonomous 
of Mexico (U.N.A.M.).  In 1992, he received another Bachelors degree in Museology from 
the National School of Conservation of Artistic Patrimony for the National Autonomous 
of Mexico (U.N.A.M), and The National Institute of Fine Arts (I.N.B.A).  In 1990, Ernesto 
became a member of the International Council of Museums (I.C.O.M).  From 1991 to 
2001, he was director of the Visual Arts and Museology at the La Borda Museum / House 
of Emperor Maximiliano of Hamburgo; The Institute of Culture for the Morelos State in 
Cuernauaca City.  In 1994, Marenco  was the director and Curator for the Expression 
Cultural Center in Cuernauaca City.  In 2001, he was the editor and director for the 
Art magazine “Carácter” in Mexico City. That year he also founded the Ánima-Löte 
Contemporary Gallery in Cuernauaca City.  Since 2004, he has been restoring Art at St. 
Mark’s Fine Art and Conservation in Houston, Texas.  His artwork has been exhibited in 
galleries in Mexico, The United States, and Europe.

Ana Menéndez was born in Los Angeles, the daughter of Cuban exiles. She is the author of 



four books, most recently Adios, Happy Homeland! (2011). A former Fulbright Scholar in 
Egypt, she now lives in the Netherlands, where she coordinates the creative writing minor 
at Maastricht University.

Eloy Morales (Madrid, Spain) born into a family of artists, became interested in drawing 
and painting at an early age. He became a professional artist at the age of 20 and his work 
has shown in various shows in Europe and abroad including France, Mexico and the USA. 
He is currently working on a solo show scheduled for 2015 in New York.
Daniel Ochoa is a Brooklyn based artist. He is represented by Arcadia Contemporary, 
Hespe Gallery and Julie Nester Gallery.

Sam Rasnake’s works have appeared in The Southern Poetry Anthology, Best of the Web 
2009, Wigleaf, OCHO, MiPOesias Companion 2012, Big Muddy, Literal Latté, Poets / Artists, 
LUMMOX 2012, BOXCAR Poetry Review Anthology 2, and Dogzplot Flash Fiction 2011.  His 
latest poetry collection is Cinéma Vérité (A-Minor Press 2013).

Marcos Raya’s visionary art is a bizarre and fascinating juxtaposition of different 
cultural states colliding with each other. Essentially forged from fundamental beliefs and 
experiences growing up in a small town in Mexico and merged with the jarring energies of 
a large American city. Between the Mexican town of Irapuato where Raya was born and the 
vast industrial and urban expanse of Chicago where he has lived and worked for 50 years.  
The artist maintains a fantasy of the quasi-mechanical human being often in the form 
of an idealized model female fetish popular in the commercial fashion industry. She is a 
strangely objectified sexual consort to the machine, a symbol for the repressed side of what 
are society’s simultaneously libidinous and manufacture desires. here the commercial 
production of her sexual image has gone underground. In Rayas world , mingling her 
eroticism with the machine, pain and death. He has taken his place in Chicago’s art scene 
as a true artist of his own lived experiences outside the dictates of mainstream art world 
trends, Rare is the artist who can archive this today. Rayas work are at The Museum of 
Fine Arts in Houston, the Snite museum , University of Notre Dame Ind. The M. C. A. 
Museum, The Alfred Smart Museum and National Mexican Museum of Art , Chicago. He’s 
represented by Pertweeanderson & Gold. London UK.



Nadine Robbins, a portraitist known for the insight and vigor she brings to her 
commissions, grew up in France, the daughter of an artist.  Coming of age in a family and 
culture steeped in visual art decisively influenced her life and taste.

Nadine studied first in France at the College de Solliès Pont and then continued her 
education at Middlesex Polytechnic in London. After moving to the U.S. and earning a 
BFA from SUNY New Paltz, Nadine initially chose a career in graphic design. She achieved 
considerable success as the founder of her own firm – Namaro Graphics – while also 
developing and honing her skills in both photography and painting. When the time was 
right, Nadine turned to focus on painting as her career.

Working in her Hudson Valley studio Robbins has developed her artistic practice, gaining 
important commissions and critical notice along the way. Although she is not a photorealist, 
Nadine is a gifted photographer who uses her own original photos as the starting point of 
her paintings.  Rejecting the rigid postures and heavy symbolism of traditional portraiture, 
Nadine invites her subjects to relax and to convey their inner states and desires.

Critic John Seed, writing in the HuffingtonPost, chose Nadine’s portrait “Mrs. McDonald” as 
one of his “Ten Memorable Paintings for 2013.” Seed praised the “sultry mood and unique 
beauty” of the image, and was then  inspired to write a second article -  “An Alluring Woman 
with Fries” - dedicated to analyzing the painting more completely.

In addition to gallery shows throughout the Hudson Valley, metropolitan New York, 
Massachusetts and Virginia, Nadine’s work has twice been featured in the prestigious Royal 
Society of Portrait Painters show in London. Nadine’s reach also extends to Chicago, where 
her portrait “Moxie” is part of the impressive array of nudes in The Tullman Collection.

Cesar Santos (b. 1982), Cuban-American. Santos’ art education is worldly, and his work has 
been seen around the globe, from the Annigoni Museum in Italy and the Beijing museum in 
China to Chelsea NY.

Santos studied at Miami Dade College, where he earned his associate in arts degree in 2003. 



He then attended the New World School of the Arts before traveling to Florence, Italy. In 
2006, he completed the Angel Academy of Art in Florence studying under Michael John 
Angel, a student of artist Pietro Annigoni. 

Santos’ work reflects both classical and modern interpretations juxtaposed within one 
painting. His influences range from the Renaissance to the masters of the nineteenth 
century to Contemporary Art. With superb technique, he infuses a harmony between the 
natural and the conceptual to create works that are provocative and dramatic.

Among Santos’ solo shows are “Syncretism” at Eleanor Ettinger Chelsea Gallery in New 
York; “Beyond Realism” with Oxenberg Fine Arts in Miami and “New Impressions” at the 
Greenhouse Gallery in San Antonio, among many others.

The artist has received numerous accolades, including first place in a Metropolitan 
Museum of Art competition, and he was recently presented with the 2013 Miami Dade 
College Hall of Fame Award in Visual Arts. His work has been exhibited throughout the 
United States, Europe, Latin America and Asia, including the Villa Bardini Museum in 
Florence and the National Gallery in Costa Rica.

Amy Serrano is an Award-Winning filmmaker, writer and humanitarian. Based in New
Orleans, she is currently directing “Airman,” a film on the last living Tuskegee Airman in
Louisiana. She’s also shooting and executive producing “The ASPIration Journal,” a film 
that while inspiring all ASPIes to rise above, will equally transform society’s views of those 
living withAsperger’s Syndrome. Recently, Amy released “Of Fiery Places and Sacred 
Spaces;” a book of poems based on the geography of people and places. She is also writing 
a manuscript for “Suffer the Children,” a novel based on the adventures of globetrotting 
filmmaker Cat de Lara, champion of seemingly lost but necessary causes.

Ryan Shultz received his bachelor’s degree from The American Academy of Art in 2005, 
and his M.F.A. from Northwestern University in 2009. Shultz’s work deals primarily 
with youth culture and the “cult of excess,” depicting scenes of intoxication and drug 
use, alienation and ecstasy. These works embrace the art historical canon, borrowing 



compositional devices, technical processes, poses and gestures from classical painting. 
Shultz is equally influenced by popular culture, film and the fashion world, referencing this 
imagery in the subject matter and scenarios that he creates.

Tracy Stuckey received his BFA in painting from Florida State University and his MFA 
from the University of New Mexico. He has exhibited his work extensively throughout 
the United States, with numerous solo and group exhibitions He has been the recipient of 
numerous grants and awards. In 2009 he was an artist-in-residence at the Center for Land 
Use Interpretation in Wendover, Utah. He lives with his wife and fellow artist Erika Osborne, 
in Fort Collins, Colorado. As well as being a practicing artist, Tracy is a part-time lecturer at 
Colorado State University, where he teaches painting and drawing. His work can be seen at 
the Schmidt Dean Gallery in Philadelphia, PA and the Visions West Gallery in Denver, CO.

Harry Sudman’s current work documents contemporary trends in cultural, social and 
political attitudes. Having engaged in the worlds of rock and roll, modernist art and popular 
culture, Sudman arranges these influences in conceptually layered installations.

Sudman recently exhibited at ExpoChicago through Rosenthal Fine Art, and Spectrum 
Miami through 33Contemporary Fine Art. 

In the past Sudman has shown both individually and in group exhibitions in Chicago, New 
York, L.A., New Orleans  and Paris, France.

Ken Taylor lives in North Carolina. He is the author of the chapbook “first the trees, now 
this” (Three Count Pour 2013). His poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Hambone, 
VOLT, The Offending Adam, 3:AM Magazine, Verse Daily, elimae, EOAGH, MiPOesias, 
Carolina Quarterly, PoetsArtists, The Chattahoochee Review, Southword, ARDOR, can can, 
OCHO, Gigantic Sequins, Clade Song and others.

Terri Thomas is an interdisciplinary artist that discloses autobiographical narratives 
obscured within constructed themes that explore issues of gender, sex and power. As a 
twin, the artist grew up observing how societal expectations evolved due to the media 



negating individual identity by over-sexualizing and stereotyping identicals in advertising 
for the sake of selling product. Combined with a career in the fashion industry, Thomas was 
deeply concerned with the media’s ascribed, limiting, idyllic template of Women in society.  
She became interested in how we are conditioned to desire, identify with and be informed 
externally and by the media.  

The artist stages her body to take photographs to create large paintings, and incorporates 
mixed media sculpture to examine notions of physiognomy, otherness, desire and duality.  
Life-sized portraiture, masquerade, parody or self-satire is implemented for the work to act 
as a mirror, often using a perverse sense of humor to reflect inherent contrast, absurdity or 
poignancy.

The aim of the artist is to create a space for inner reconciliation.  Consequently, her images 
and sculptures are agonistic.  Using banter between societal and art historical ideologies, 
conflicting narratives, double-entendre and subjects that seem to move in and out of a 
perceived power, her works underscore the tension between dominance and passivity, 
emancipation and subjugation, revealing and concealing, anti-aesthetics and strategies of 
beauty, sincerity and mocking critique that only the viewer can resolve.  

Mining the love/hate relationship between women and society, LA artist Daena Title’s 
expressionist paintings combine sly narrative with emotive color and dramatic brushwork. 
Born in Manhattan (’57) and raised on Long Island, this life long feminist received a 
Bachelor of Arts in Art History and in Theatre Studies from Wellesley College (’79) before 
settling in Manhattan. Title worked as an actress and writer, but found painting to be the 
best avenue with which to control her artistic message and still channel her instincts 
for drama. Now living and working in Los Angeles, Title has shown her work in gallery 
and museum spaces since 1998, including recent group exhibitions at the Carnegie Art 
Museum, the Long Beach Art Museum, the Torrance Art Museum and the Orange County 
Center for Contemporary Art. She has received critical praise for past solo exhibitions from 
the Los Angeles Times, LA Weekly, and Huffington Post among other publications.  Her 
work is part of the Brooklyn Museum Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art Online 
Feminist Art base, The Tullman Collection, Chicago, Illinois and can be seen at daenatitle.
com.



Emma Trelles is the author of the chapbook Little Spells (GOSS183, 2008) and Tropicalia 
(University of Notre Dame Press, 2011) — winner of the Andres Montoya Poetry Prize and 
a finalist for ForeWord Reviews’ Poetry Book of the Year. Her work has appeared in The Best 
American Poetry, PoetsArtists, Terrain.org, Best of the Net, The Rumpus, the Sun Sentinel, 
the Miami Herald, and others. She is a freelance writer and editor, and she teaches creative 
writing, most recently at the Sanibel Island Writers Conference. In 2013, she was awarded 
an Individual Artist Fellowship in poetry from the Florida Division of Cultural Affairs. The 
title “Hoodwinked” is taken from a poetry book of the same name by David Hernandez.

Jaime Valero (Madrid, Spain) has a Bacherlor’s Degree from the Complutense University 
in Madrid (1985).  He taught art and drawing for six years and then started his professional 
career as an artist (1996). Ever since he has been building his own style and imagery, 
primary focused on portraiture and the figure.

For two years (2001-2003), he lived in US, and there he started his obsession with large-
scale portraits and nudes in water . His work is on view at Rarity Gallery in Mykonos.

Nick Ward is figurative painter and printmaker who is playfully exploring the edges of 
portraiture. Originally from a small town outside Portland Oregon, Nick currently resides 
in The Distillery building in South Boston where he organizers the annual Open Studios 
events and has recently began running The Distillery Gallery alongside Pat Falco. His work 
has earned him the Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation grant for painting and can be found 
in many private collections including the Tullman Collection in Chicago.



Sergio Gomez is a Chicago based visual artist. 
He received a Master of Fine Arts degree from 
Northern Illinois University. As an art student 
at Governors State University, Sergio was 
recipient of the Lincoln Laureate Medallion 
Award given by the Lincoln Academy 

and former Governor of Illinois Mr. Jim Edgar. Sergio’s work has been subject of solo 
exhibitions in the United States, Italy and Vienna. He has participated in numerous group 
exhibitions in Spain, Sweden, Mexico and the US. His work can be found in private and 
public collections of the National Museum of Mexican Art, Brauer Art Museum, and the 
MIIT Museo Internazionale Italia Arte among others.

The human form is the most important element in Sergio’s work and it exists as an 
anonymous representation of the self. The figure dominates the work and it is depicted 
as a shadow, aura, ghost or energy light. Sergio is interested in the human and spiritual 
experience throughout the cycles of life.
 
Presently, Sergio Gomez is the Director of Exhibitions at the Zhou B. Art Center, owner 
& director of 33 Contemporary Gallery, contributor for Italia Arte Magazine, founder of 
VisualArtToday.com; a curated online exhibition space for international contemporary 
art. In addition, Sergio is an accomplished graphic designer, Art/Design faculty at South 
Suburban College, Creative Consultant for Idea Seat Marketing and Advertising and co-
founder of 3C Wear LLC.
 
As a curator, Sergio has organized numerous important exhibitions such as “The National 
Self-Portrait Exhibition”, “Get Real: New Figurative Realism in Chicago” “CelebrARTE”, 
“Chicago’s Twelve”, “Chicago’s Twelve at Garfield Park Conservatory”, “Style Bombing” 
and the “National Wet Paint Biannual MFA Exhibition” which has become a catalyst for 
emerging painters across the country. Additionally, Sergio has established international 
art collaborations in Italy, Austria, Mexico, Spain, Chile and China.

curators



Didi Menendez (Cuban born American) is the publisher, editor and creator of several 
publications including PoetsArtists. She lives in the Mid-West.
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